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WHAT/ Arab.AMP presents Porest, Lime Rickey International, Devotional - in partnership with Entropy Stereo in Redford, MI.  
 
WHEN/ Sunday 26 August 2018   

Doors 7pm, Music sharp at 7:30pm 
 

WHERE/ Entropy Stereo Recordings and Performance 
 25908 W 6 Mile Rd, Redford, Michigan 48240 
 
ENTRY/ $10 
 
 
More about the artists/ 
 
Porest is Mark Gergis creating controversy through performance. His work as Porest has floored audiences around the world with shock and 
awe. Mark is also known for being one of the key principals behind the Sublime Frequencies label. This is a rare Michigan performance for this 
London based artist. 
 
Lime Rickey International returns to Entropy for this special performance. Her work is part mystery, an assault of the senses, and elements of 
subconsciousness to create her own mythocracy. Devotional opens the evening with a raga only indigenous to North Redford. Devotional is 
Andrew Coltrane (AC, Cold Turkey) on electric sitar, Jeff Meier (Detroit Cobras, Ultimate Ovation) on tenor guitar, and Mike Khoury on amplified 
viola. This concert is also a #NotSilent event made to raise awareness of the plight of Palestinians suffering under Israeli occupation. 
 
 
More about Arab.AMP/ 

 
A    M    P 

avant art activation   music myth movement   performance poetry praxis 
 
 
Arab.AMP is a platform for the work of Arab Experimentalists working in the Arab world and its diaspora.  Arab.AMP is curated and directed by 
Leyya Mona Tawil, who has operated in the field of performance and music for over 20 years. Tawil articulates Arab Experimentalism as a field 
that accumulates regional and diasporic realities through transgressive arts practices. Arab.AMP celebrates the plurality of Arab voices 
operating in futurism, the Avant Garde and experimental forms. At this time, Tawil is prioritizing live art, performance and concert programming. 
Arab.AMP has partnering venues throughout the US and internationally. Our upcoming season is a series of discrete events throughout the US, 
culminating in a multi-city tour for our first artist from abroad, Dirar Kalash. 
 
 
 
CONTACT/ 
www.ArabAMP.com @arab.amp  #ArabAMP  #ArabExperimentalism  #ArabAvantGarde 


